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The New Criminal Element?
INTERPOL divided after it
issues an arrest warrant for
two children

“

Campbell Windsor Lyon

INTERPOL, the world’s largest international police organisation, was
divided last night after it issued the
arrest warrant for two 11 year old
children.
Robert K. Noble, the Secretary
General of INTERPOL, claimed,
“these two children are part of an
Eurasian criminal organisation and
our detectives made this unnerving
discovery during our ongoing Operation Millennium.”
The International Times has
learnt that he has the support of senior figures at INTERPOL but not Due to legal requirements we are forbidden from showing the top half of this photograph, reportedly the clearest image of the two suspects which INTERPOL has
those lower down.
Mr Noble has been unavailable
for comment but in a prepared state- -POL employees. One, who asked unknown external agency. None of
ment he said, “we cannot name the to remain anonymous, said, “this us who have been working on Opsuspects for legal reasons but I can has nothing to do with Operation eration Millennium have come
reveal that we are looking for a girl Millennium. This is covering up across these children and none of
of French African descent and a boy something far more sinister and us believe these children are in any
from central or northern Europe.”
INTERPOL are being pressurised
This statement has been met with into finding these children by an
Continued on page 2 >>
derision by a vocal group of INTER

UFO found in
Transylvania
AGERPRES, the national news
agency of Romania, has reported
the discovery of an Unidentified
Flying Object in a small town in
Transylvania.
In echoes of Roswell, the craft
was seen flying across the small
town of Sfantu Gheorghe before
crash landing north of the town. It
was reported that local residents
rushed to the scene to discover a
deep hole in the ground and a halfburied silver craft.
The craft was quickly removed
by soldiers and taken away to an
unknown location.
Admiral,
Gheorghe Marin, Commander-in-chief of the
Page 3 >>

Billionaire family
missing presumed dead
It has been confirmed that the luxury yacht, ‘Queen of Hearts,’ disappeared in the Persian Gulf fifty kilometres off Dubai early Friday
morning. The ‘Queen of Hearts’
was owned by the Meyer family,
one of the richest families in Europe.
Martin Meyer, the poker legend
and recluse, his wife, and former
Miss World, Maria and their son
are all missing.
Captain Sharma and his cargo
vessel ‘Gulf Steam’ were the first
to arrive at the last known coordinate of the yacht but, at the time of
writing, had found no survivors.
Jolanna Corn, the US
Secretary of State, who is Page 6 >>

European Space
Station Disaster
Remembered
Today marks the 10th anniversary
of the disaster which took the lives
of fourteen astronauts and scientists.
A remembrance service will be
held today at 13:57, the time of the
explosion, at the European Space
Operations Centre in Darmstadt,
Germany.
Ten years on it is still unclear
what caused the explosion at the
European Space Station but scientists now feel that the most likely
cause was a meteor or piece of
space junk left over from
the Cold War. However, Page 7 >>

Fact of fiction? The International Times questions
the validity of INTERPOL’s claims and fails to
find convincing answers
Leader comment
page 27>>
With their imagination,
and their ability to create
and destroy in equal
measures, is it any wonder
that two children have taken the next step up the
crime ladder?
Angus Nichols
page 25>>

”
Wikipedia fights
off CIA criticism
Wikipedia, the biggest multilingual encyclopaedia on the internet, is at the centre of a row with
the CIA after one of its articles was
modified this week.
In the article, ‘Office of Strategic
Services’, the predecessor of the
CIA, an unknown user deleted the
date the agency was dissolved and
replaced it with the words, ‘NOT
dissolved’.
Jimmy Wales, the co-founder
and überpedian of Wikipedia, has
admitted to serious quality problems in the past and dismissed this
latest row as a “storm in a tea cup.”
He went on to say, “it is
probably a couple of kids Page 9 >>

